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NERVOUS SYSTEM
Floraform Chandelier


PELLE
Nana Lure Chandelier

PELLE, Nana Lure Chandelier, 2021. Hand-sculpted and hand painted cast cotton paper, patinated steel, and LED; 96 × 82 × 82 in. © Jean & Oliver Pelle. Image courtesy of PELLE.
teamLab

Flowers and People – A Whole Year per Hour

teamLab, Flowers and People – A Whole Year per Hour, 2020. Interactive Digital Work, 6 channels, Endless, Sound: Hideaki Takahashi © teamLab, courtesy of the Artist Pace Gallery

DRIFT

Meadow

DRIFT, Meadow, 2017. Site-specific kinetic sculpture; variable dimensions. © 2023 DRIFT. Represented by PACE Gallery. Photograph by Oriol Tarridas, courtesy of Superblue Miami

STUDIO GANG

Populus Hotel

Studio Gang’s Populus Hotel, currently under construction, is designed to activate the corner of 14th and Colfax in downtown Denver. Rendering © Studio Gang.